JOHN A. PATTEN SCHOLARSHIP

1981  Kimberly Jo Reed  1982  Rebecca Bartow Stevens
1983  David Keith Goins  1984  Virginia K. Johnson
1985  Michael L. Rutledge  1986  Thomas E. Byrne
1987  Lydia O. Enzor  1988  Michael Suite
1989  Thomas Rippetoe  1990  Not Awarded
1991  Van Colebank  1992  David Moore
1993  Stuart Toler  1994  Kelli Smith
  Laura Crafton
1995  Rachel Roberts
  Tammy Scott
1997  Jerry M. Nunley  1998  Matt Butler
  Mandy Carter
  Shannon Meyer
1999  Chad Brooks
  John Gale
  Teresa Lynn Hinger
  Matthew S. Jones
  Lorna Morris
  Teresa Stegall
2000  Melinda Beckman
  Tamara Berthel
  Spence Dowlen
  Lorna Morris
2001  Angela Cathey
  Kim Green
2002  Adam Farmer
  Adam Petree
2003  Adam Farmer
  Rebecca Fraley
  Kelli North
2004  Rebecca Fraley
  Timothy Worrall
2005  Joy Young
2006  Stanton Belford
2007  Heather Hensley
  Collin Jaeger
  Katelyn Thurow
2008  David Landry
2010  Ryan Seddon  Griffin Cummings
      Raymond Wright  Patrick Cusaac

2011  Griffin Cummings  Chris Graham
      Cassandra Henry  Margaret Pitt
      Eric Salmon  Amber Sutphen
      Ashley Wise

2012  Alison Carey  Tracy Ervin
      Chris Fleming  Paul Hollis

2013  Not Awarded

2014  Not Awarded

2015  Ashley Cobb  Lauren Heusinkveld

2016  Gabrielle Armour  Brooke Fitzwater
      Lara Jarnagin  Jordan Jatko
      Victoria Lay  Yusra Mohammed

2017  Brooke Fitzwater

2018  Jessica Zuniga

2019  Jeremy Smith

2020  Marzea Akter  Olivia K. Bowers
      Molly K. Gilliland  Maris R. Goodwin
      Whitlei A. Green  Gabriella S. Morin
      Kal S. Okello  Jessica Ashton Reece
      Jeremy E. Smith